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Data hunt – experiences in mapping Natura 
2000 sites in border areas 
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Introduction 

The Leibniz Institute of Ecological and Regional Development Dresden (IOER) is not directly involved 
in the Natura 2000 designation process. Yet in 2003, a team of scientists started a research project to 
analyse especially the cross-border coordination of this network. To solve the related research ques-
tions it was necessary to locate suitable border sections, which would exemplify the Natura 2000 des-
ignation process and the problems of the related transboundary cooperation.  

Searching for relevant geodata and exploring them lead to some general problems of cross-border 
cartography, as well as to specific questions concerning the Natura 2000 geodata flow. Conclusions 
concern the needs for geodata harmonisation on local, national and European levels. 

 

 

General issues of cross-border cartography  

IOER spatial research projects of the last ten years often focussed on transboundary areas along the 
German-Polish and the German-Czech border (see fig. 1). These efforts resulted not only in a number 
of maps and map series but also in valuable knowledge about issues of cross-border cartography 
concerning both geodata and geonames. 

 

 
Figure 1: Selected study areas of the IOER cross-border cartography - (striped areas: Natura 2000 case 

studies) 
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1.1. Geodata 

Geodata represent an important base of spatial research. However, it usually takes several proce-
dures to include geodata into a geographic information system (GIS). Transboundary mapping condi-
tions influence each of these work steps (see fig. 2) in a specific way. 

The search for geodata covering both sides of a border normally leads to the approved responsible 
national geodata providers. Mapping cross-border areas soon reveals that national geodata sets such 
as national boundaries are not geometrically adjusted to each other. One consequence is that the 
lines in the map do not fit accurately into each other (see fig. 3).  

 

 
Figure 2:  Steps of the geodata workflow 
 

 
Figure 3: Example of not adjusted administrative boundaries  
 

Thus, geodata users appreciate homogenised geodata sets offered by European or global data pro-
viders. On the other hand, these data sets often are not up to date (e.g. ESRI ArcData) or they lack  
large-scale and even medium-scale accuracy (EUROSTAT GISCO, the Geoinformationsystem of the 
European Commission). 

Geo-portals or simple search engines support the search for special thematic geoinformation on the 
internet. In this case, knowledge of languages is necessary to input the correct translated search 
terms and to understand the delivered meta-information or potential copyright notices. 

Since download possibilities are still scarce the purchase of the data normally takes time, which can 
be unacceptable for urgent map-making. Paying the invoice then should actually be the last step be-
fore geodata workflow can start. However, there is one more obstacle to overcome: more and more 
providers supply their geodata with copyright restrictions. Thus, geodata users have to invest time 
and efforts to gain copyrights and they have to pay extra fees for this „license for use”. 
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Geodata sets acquired from different sources may have identical names but can have surprisingly 
different content. It is thus necessary to take a closer look at data quality, which is a result of the vari-
ety of data collection techniques. The institutions in charge generate the data according to diverse 
criteria. They might capture the data at different points of time; use different regional statistical refer-
ences, record differing features and characteristics as attribute data etc. Geometrically the geodata 
may vary in accuracy and projection parameters. Last but not least, a diversity of technical specifica-
tions such as file format or file options complicates matters considerably. 

 

 
Figure 4: Some data quality issues and GIS tools for harmonisation 
 

Since especially cross-border maps have to present data generated by different institutions, it is nec-
essary to scrutinise the specific data qualities and assure their comparability. GIS provide tools to as-
sist geodata harmonisation (see fig. 4): re-projection tools support the geo-rectification of both raster 
and vector data, interfaces allow the transfer of file formats. Following a number of logical and mathe-
matical operations, attribute data can be tuned to each other. 

In any case, geodata metainformation is necessary. Without this descriptive information about the 
data specifics, it is difficult or even impossible to evaluate the data quality and to accomplish the re-
quired measures.  

Even after comparing the geodata sets and harmonising them, they can still turn out to be less suit-
able for GIS-aided data visualisation and processing. Inappropriate attribute field options within the 
data set can hinder proper queries or classification. To give a simple example: String attribute fields 
do not allow numerical requests. Another example is the widely used data set EUROSTAT, which is 
offered by the European Commission and which includes administrative borders only on the base of 
NUTS (Nomenclature des Unités Territoriales Statistiques). Within this classification, Polish Woiwod-
ships are equated with German districts (“Regierungsbezirke”) and with groups of districts (“krajs”) in 
the Czech Republic, which is certainly not always adequate.  

The GIS procedures might also be hampered by language barriers as a typical cross-border issue. 
Unintelligible string values in the attribute tables or illegibly displayed type fonts hinder data analyses. 

Maps usually become a part of the communication process. They are published in workshops, re-
ports, and websites. According to the requirements of the users and the specifics of the publishing 
media, the map design has to be customised. Moreover, the publication of geodata is subject to the 
copyright of the data originator. According to ethical codes (e.g. URISA 2003) as well as rules of good 
practice for scientists, it should be sufficient to name utilized geodata and their originators in the map 
imprint. However, most of the national data originators insist on particular permissions for each publi-
cation. Transboundary research projects have to face double efforts, time, and costs for such li-
censes. 
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1.2. Geonames 

For reasons of orientation and communication, geographic objects in maps appear with their individ-
ual names which are called geonames or toponyms. In different language areas, the same geo-
graphical entities may have different geographical names. The local name for an object within a lan-
guage area is termed endonym (e.g. Warszawa). Outside this language area, the same object may 
have other names according to the respective language (e.g. Warsaw, Warschau). These variations 
are called exonyms.  

 

 
Figure 5: Babylon in Europe  
 

There are boards of experts which deal with the problems of geoname standardisation on interna-
tional level such as the United Nations Group of Experts on Geographical Names (UNGEGN) and 
„Ständiger Ausschuss für geographische Namen“ (StAGN - Permanent Committee on Geographical 
Names) which is working in the German language area. The printed and electronically distributed 
publications of these bodies recommend the use of endonyms. However, widely used exonyms can 
be provided additionally.  

Transboundary maps can present English exonyms as an alternative to multilingual geonames. This 
certainly meets the requirements of international cooperation projects communicating in English. It 
also avoids trouble with the variety of diacritics. Country names and place names of capitals are sup-
posed to be well known outside the English language area, but many other geonames demand trans-
lation (e.g. Ore Mountains – Erzgebirge). Thus, more toponyms would be necessary. 

The use of endonyms leads to problems of endonym availability, pronunciation aids and last but not 
least to the integration of special characters into digital map layouts. There are different technical so-
lutions via UNICODE, table of symbols or keyboard options. However, not all procedures prove to be 
convenient or well engineered. There is still a lack of instructions or tutorials explaining the inter-
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dependencies between system software, application software, printer typesets etc. Special characters 
and diacritics are missing and require extra treatment. Therefore it is no surprise to find maps and 
other documents without diacritics and special characters. 

 

1.3. Résumé  

Due to the advancing transnational cooperation in an enlarging European Union, there is an increas-
ing need for cross-border cooperation. Cross-border mapping does not only challenge the respective 
cartographer. Communication technologies and geoinformation software generally support quick 
cross-border mapping. Technical developments and up-dates demand attention. 

Improvements in data availability and accessibility depend on technical opportunities like those which 
the internet provides, but also on organisational conditions (e.g. horizontal and vertical coordination of 
Europe’s geodata providers) and on legal regulations (e.g. freedom of information legislation). Copy-
right restrictions for geodata should be eased especially in the non-profit fields of spatial research and 
planning.  

Geodata usability is subject to both data quality and data publishing regulations. Harmonisation of 
different data requires metainformation to evaluate the data quality and to accomplish the required 
measures. 

Language is an issue affecting cross-border cooperation in general and cross-border mapping in par-
ticular. Improving language skills and using endonymic geonames represent challenges to all mem-
bers of society. Appropriate maps can support this process. Technical feasibility, e.g. the integration 
of suitable type fonts, is a precondition in this regard. 

 

 

Natura 2000 geodata 

In 2003, a team of IOER scientists started a research project to analyse especially the cross-border 
coordination of Natura 2000 sites. The research aim is to identify needs and potentials for trans-
boundary nature protection measures at the borders between Poland and Germany and between the 
Czech Republic and Germany respectively, to analyse transboundary coordination processes related 
to Natura 2000 and to draw conclusions about supportive and hampering factors for these processes. 

Solving these research questions required the location of habitat types and species of Community 
interest in selected border areas, which represent the basis for case studies. The basic intention relat-
ing to geodata was to compare the occurrence of transboundary habitat types and species of Com-
munity interest with the official proposals for Sites of Community Importance and to check whether 
they are congruent or to what extent there are discrepancies.  

 

1.4. Creating a transboundary base map 

It is desirable to use a consistent base map showing the main topographic features such as borders, 
surface waters, forests, settlements and transport infrastructure for each of the selected border areas. 
We have used a printed map, which had to be scanned and re-projected as a raster file, and serves 
as a background image (see fig 6). Existing digital geodata actually allow to generate such a base 
map, too. However, it takes a lot of time and efforts to find the necessary data, to process and design 
them – including the name labelling. Therefore, it is more efficient to use completely designed maps. 
The major problem was to find a map, which covered the study areas entirely on both sides of the 
respective border.  
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Figure 6: Map of one of the selected border areas (GIS ESRI ArcView) 
 

Unexpectedly, it took great efforts to integrate the Natura 2000 geodata as the desired thematic in-
formation into the case study map.  

 

1.5. Integrating the Natura 2000 geodata 

Mapping preliminary or officially proposed Natura 2000 sites implies the five geodata workflow steps 
described in figure 2. The generic cross-border cartography problems affect Natura 2000 geodata 
flow as well: For instance, one has to face technological, organisational and language issues in 
searching the necessary data (workflow step 1). The Natura 2000 geodata had to be acquired from 
the responsible nature protection authorities. The interlingual term „Natura 2000“ permits the un-
complicated usage of search engines on the internet, which leads to the relevant web pages on Euro-
pean, national and sub-national levels. Basic language skills are indispensable because in many 
cases the information on the state of the process and the selected sites is not available in English.  

Another problem concerning cross-border analyses is the fact that the process of selecting pSCI’s is 
not yet finished in any of the three countries Poland, Czech Republic and Germany. Thus, there is the 
risk that the acquired data sets are getting out of date very soon. 

According to the European convention on access to information (Arhus Convention from 1998 and 
related national laws), environmental information is supposed to be freely accessible and in simple 
cases free of charge. That is certainly one reason for the large number of Natura 2000 websites. Un-
fortunately, free access to ready-to-use Natura 2000 geodata is an exception. Purchase procedures 
and copyright restrictions demand selective measures. 

The quality of all acquired Natura 2000 geodata sets has to be assessed. Fortunately, the wide-
spread usage of ArcView made ESRI Shape files the common data format and avoids further trouble 
with data conversion. Yet the content (structure and information in the attribute tables) and geometry 
(projection, accuracy) of the different Natura 2000 data sets is not always comparable. Missing 
metainformation sometimes complicates the data harmonisation considerably. It can become an al-
most excruciating procedure to identify projection settings or the political status of a list of sites. 
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Due to the variety of options within one projection, some visible deviations remained between several 
data sets. They can negatively affect the accuracy of GIS geodata analysis. 

Natura 2000 geodata representing the state of the proposal in one country are available – but in dif-
ferent forms and different technical qualities. Especially in online presentations, simple lists coexist 
with rasterised paper maps and web GIS applications. The crucial point for users of Natura 2000 geo-
data is whether the sites are offered as „view only“ (see fig. 7a) or as vector data sets „ready-to-use“ 
in a GIS (see fig. 7b).  

The quality of the published Natura 2000 geodata varies. Concerning, for instance, the spatial accu-
racy there can either be precise geodata contour lines or only central co-ordinates (see EUNIS Euro-
pean Nature Information System fig 7c). The included attribute information relating to habitats, spe-
cies and protection aims show differences. The major problem is commonly the lack of metainforma-
tion. The confusion about differing and partly contradicting data sets could have been avoided by ap-
propriate metainformation about the complexity of the designation process in general.  

 

 
Figure 7:  

a: Natura 2000 online information in Saxony - Web GIS presentation of view only vector data  

b: Premium offer published secretly - Bavarian Natura 2000 vector data are ready for download (free of charge) 

c: EUNIS European Nature Information System displays the centroids of Natura 2000 sites 
 

 

1.6. Geodata flow in the Natura 2000 network  

The process of selecting and designating Natura 2000 sites according to article 4 of the Habitat Direc-
tive is relatively straightforward (see “simple line” in fig. 8a): Each Member State has to propose a list 
of SCI’s, and then the European Commission establishes a final list of SCI’s in agreement with the 
Member State. Finally, the Member State designates the sites as Special Areas of Conservation.  

Reality reveals that the Natura 2000 information flow is far more complex than the directive suggests, 
especially in a federal system like in Germany. The site selection is supported by other actors, mainly 
NGO’s, which make so-called “shadow lists” or preproposals (ppSCI). This way the originally linear 
information flow gets more “branches“ (see fig. 8b). The number of actors involved is reflected by the 
number of differing geodata sets existing simultaneously. 

The European Commission does not always agree with the first national list of pSCI’s. In these cases 
the national lists have to be discussed and modified. This results in one or more sequels to the pro-
posal procedure. The so-called “tranches” generate new, updated proposal lists and new geodata 
sets. In view of the number of Natura 2000 geodata sets which were created within one country, it is 
important to identify the correct date and state of the specific geodata sets. Since file names only sel-
dom contain this information, additional metainformation is necessary. 

The Natura 2000 geodata flow is part of the general information flow related to the Natura 2000 net-
work. A specially designed Natura 2000 standard data form (SDF) which has been published by the 
European Commission (EC Natura 2000 standard data form) is the central document in this regard. 
Among others, it includes questions concerning the site location. According to the alphanumerical 
(non-graphical) concept of the information flow, this spatial information appears mainly numerical: 
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longitude and latitude of the site centre location, area in hectares, site length in kilometres, minimum-
maximum-mean altitude in metres, coverage of a NUTS region in percent.  

Since all persons concerned have to know the precise extent of the sites, detailed mapping is indis-
pensable. Thus, maps are required to accomplish the designation process. Some general require-

ments concerning the digitizing 
scale and base map are part of 
the Natura 2000 SDF explana-
tory notes (EC Natura 2000 
standard data form explanatory 
notes). 

As GIS are very widely used, 
Natura 2000 geodata is mostly 
captured in a digital format on 
sub-national and national lev-
els. However, there is no 
Natura 2000 standard for the 
technical specification of the 
output geodata, because the 
European Commission does 
not intent to complicate the 
national activities by too de-
tailed prescriptions. Thus, the 
experts who are concerned 
with creating one unified Euro-
pean Natura 2000 dataset 
have to homogenise the variety 
of national datasets. Maintain-
ing such a GIS for Natura 2000 
brought up comparable experi-
ences with geodata and 
metainformation as have been 
described above (Vanden-
broucke, Peedell 2003).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8: Natura 2000 desig-
nation process (FFH) – a = “simple 
line” of information flow, b = 
“branches”, and c = cross-border 
coordination of national proposals 
between different states 
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Conclusions 

Natura 2000 started as a huge European project and, despite all difficulties, fortunately turns out to be 
successful. The obligation to implement the environmental aquis communautaire including Natura 
2000 lead also to great efforts and results in the new EU Member States.  

Geodata plays a decisive role in the selection and designation process. Topographic maps and the-
matic environmental information represent the basis for site delimitation. The resulting proposals for 
Natura 2000, which are visualised in maps, become part of the communication process and enable or 
even enforce substantial coordination. Contrary, geodata might also hinder coordination - in case of 
non-availability, restrained accessibility, poor usability caused by data heterogeneity, missing metain-
formation or copyright restrictions.  

Considering these aspects, the question arose, whether the people in charge had considered that 
harmonisation of the Natura 2000 geodata is a vital issue of Natura 2000 cross-border coordination. 
The research and project experiences allow the following statements:  

• Within one country, the “vertical” data flow seems consistent  

• The availability of Natura 2000 geodata is improving. The proof is a growing number of national 
and regional Natura 2000 online map presentations, e.g. in Saxony and or in the frame of the 
European online database EUNIS (see fig. 7c).  

• The comparison of data sets from two and more Member States reveals harmonisation problems 
and thus a lack of horizontal coordination. Cross-border cooperation, especially in an early state 
of elaborating national lists of pSCI’s, seems to be not well considered or even solved. 

Generally, geodata harmonisation is increasing in importance within transnational data flows. Techni-
cal regulations such as standards and guidelines might be one way to achieve homogenised geodata. 
Whenever centralised prescriptions fail, only sufficient metainformation admits harmonisation proce-
dures. Standards for metainformation on a European level are in preparation. The INSPIRE initiative 
“Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe” is going to develop a legal norm for European and 
national data infrastructures such as ESDI “European Spatial Data Infrastructure” and GDI-DE “Geo-
data Infrastructure Deutschland”. 

Unrestricted access to geodata is a precondition for qualified spatial analyses such as those neces-
sary for Natura 2000 site designation. Recent studies prove the reasonability of low-cost or even no-
cost geodata supply (Geoagentur 2003). Freedom of information (FOI) has become a topic in Euro-
pean and national legislation. It should become practice to offer more data online, free of charge and 
without copyright restrictions. While the German Federal Government is still preparing a law on FOI, 
four German Lander (Brandenburg, Berlin, Schleswig-Holstein and North Rhine-Westphalia) have 
already adopted FOI.  

More transparency is necessary about the complexity of the Natura 2000 designation procedures. 
Being familiar with the “branches and tranches” and the different terms and abbreviations makes it 
much easier to identify the content and state of a specific Natura 2000 geodata file. People who work 
with Natura 2000 geodata can profit from open communication about their problems and achieve-
ments.  

Experiences concerning the Natura 2000 geodata flow should be utilised for similar European projects 
in the future. They can influence ongoing projects like INSPIRE. Finally yet importantly, they should 
be considered by those who are responsible for Natura 2000 network itself. Once a site is designated, 
it has to be maintained and to be kept under surveillance. Geodata can play an important role for both 
of these tasks. Basically, cross-border connections between Natura 2000 sites require transboundary 
coordination which includes harmonised geoinformation. 
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